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DAMA NCR’s Chapter Meeting 
Chapter meetings are held quarterly, on the second Wednesday of the month. Next Chapter meeting will 
be on Wednesday December 7, 2022 at 17:00; the invitation, presentation details, and agenda for next 
meeting will be forthcoming. 
 
Please stay connected and subscribe to receive the monthly newsletter and emails from the NRC-RCN 
Chapter. 

DAMA Days Canada Conference 2022  

DAMA Days Canada Conference (virtual event for NRC) October 20-21, 2022, 12-6pm ET.  Inaugural event 

organized by seven Canadian DAMA Chapters. The conference includes 20 sessions (across two tracks) 

over two days covering aspects of the Data Management (DM) profession, with 45 minute sessions. For 

more information, visit the DAMA Days Canada Conference 2022 website. 

DAMA NCR Job Postings Forum 

DAMA NCR created a Job Postings Forum to help members advertise available data-related job 

opportunities within their organizations to the DAMA NCR community. We maintain a distribution list of 

~200 data community members in the NCR and hope this forum assists in facilitating resourcing 

demands. Subscribe to the Job Postings Forum to receive updates. 

Education & Programs 

Visit the Membership Portal’s “Resources” to  access discount codes; the “Upcoming & Past Events” 
page for consolidated events calendar. Login into your account for exclusive access.  

DAMA NRC-RCN Store 

Welcome to the DAMA NRC-RCN online store. Browse the selection of items available for purchase. 

DAMA members get a discount on all current books on offer.  

  

https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/event-4942931/Registration
https://ddcanada.org/
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740641
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Member-Resources
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740622
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Store
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Upcoming Events and Conferences  

DAMA NCR-RCN Data and Drinks. (Registration – free event). October 18, 2022, 6:00 to 

8:00 PM at 10 Fourteen Bar – 1014 Wellington St. West, Ottawa.  

DAMA NCR-RCN is hosting our second Data and Drinks event for the summer. Come join data professionals 
from the National Capital Region to socialize, strengthen business connections, get fresh ideas, and raise 
your professional profile. 
 

Enterprise Analytics  Online (Virtual). October 19, 2022, 11:00 AM to 4:30 PM EDT. 

The live online event presentations are designed to teach anyone working with enterprise data to execute 
and implement a successful analytics strategy. Presentations for the 2022 event will focus on analytics best 
practices, data quality, data fabric, defining business value, and developing a data-centric culture. (In 
English only). 

 

Shaping the Role of a Data Lake in a Modern Data Fabric Architecture (Virtual). 
October 20, 2022, 2:00 to 3:00 PM EDT. 

Data lakes have been both praised and loathed. They can be incredibly useful to an organization, but it can 
also be the source of major headaches. Its ease to scale storage with minimal cost has opened the door to 
many new solutions, but also to a proliferation of runaway objects that have coined the term data swamp. 
 

A 5-Episode Webinar Series on Data Lineage in the Cloud (Virtual). October 20, 2022, 

1:00 to 2:00 PM (Data Lineage in the Cloud Episode 4: Best Practices and Accelerating Time-to-

Value).  

It’s all about understanding your data. Where it originates. How it moves throughout your organization. 
How it’s transformed. And its usage. Join the webinar series “Data Lineage in the Cloud,” to explore end-
to-end data lineage and its benefits. Learn how to harness its full power to deliver business value and 
improve organizational efficiency. You can register for all 5-session at once, or individually. 
 

Empowering Your BizDevOps (Virtual). October 20, 2022, 11:00 AM EDT.  

Companies are adopting DevOps practices to accelerate their software delivery processes and increase 
business performance by driving revenue growth and competitiveness.  
 

Logical Data Fabric Powered by Data Virtualization: An Overview (Virtual). October 

26, 2022, 2:00 to 3:00 PM EDT. 

Gain key insights on why a logical data fabric powered by data virtualization is critical for any 
organization's data and analytics. Learn: What is a logical data fabric and its key components; Why 
organizations are adopting a logical data fabric as opposed to a physical one; How it helps business 
users, data scientists, and other data consumers alike in data access, consumption and data-driven 
decisions; How organizations are using logical data fabric for faster time-to-insights. 
 

https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/event-4971103/Registration
https://eanalyticsonline.com/
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/12711/560211?utm_source=SFDC&utm_medium=em-wbr%20&mkt_tok=NzMxLUNVQS0zNDIAAAGHKYrwS9WJgQ_4P5SqZ6DRWPC92qBOJ6smCoYz0VOp5NfpRqI7NBCn_NQ3Ya1o5R62eLoxUNuIK87LaUZ6mEvUeqGE_U7gWSx3-lN9WI9Bfrs
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServletV2?target=reg20V2.jsp&eventid=3874964&sessionid=1&key=41803783918ACC6E6625E7199FBFF689&groupId=3977640&partnerref=email&mkt_tok=ODY3LU1BTy02MzQAAAGGDRKbPgKLfpQTmLBtKIASWGtc0CZIVBGQAzaSydpyEzPjz8S_o6MmSUQuRjdsJRqzp2uH28qMchozpLoWXW-EaYwFOZNDi-kjPDqaHloUV7kQF6cx&sourcepage=register
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServletV2?target=reg20V2.jsp&eventid=3874964&sessionid=1&key=41803783918ACC6E6625E7199FBFF689&groupId=3977640&partnerref=email&mkt_tok=ODY3LU1BTy02MzQAAAGGDRKbPgKLfpQTmLBtKIASWGtc0CZIVBGQAzaSydpyEzPjz8S_o6MmSUQuRjdsJRqzp2uH28qMchozpLoWXW-EaYwFOZNDi-kjPDqaHloUV7kQF6cx&sourcepage=register
https://www.quest.com/event/quest-data-empowerment-webcast-series/?utm_source=eloqua10&utm_medium=Direct-Email&utm_campaign=ecard-71348-72364-h-1&utm_term=&utm_content=&epull=1&utm_type=CDSGE000020537085&elqTrackId=884b5a83bb0d46f785ea22ef3368d724&elq=4264f35c74414293b48e56023709d6ef&elqaid=16660&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=10576
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/12711/559954?utm_source=SFDC&utm_medium=EM-WBR%20&mkt_tok=NzMxLUNVQS0zNDIAAAGHKYrwS5kiflFCpasR2IvkZcsmCU1cuIcUPDcwYPawpn-Q54_eby9x_eKVA3y-b5UJIL_dH2vc2Ctwm7FmuQV_01StR56erVl9EsahOl4_xYk
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Securitizing data using fine-grained privileges in multi-layered virtual models 

(Virtual). October 27, 2022, 11:00 to 11:45 AM EDT. 

Learn: Modeling fine-grained privileges in a multi-layer architecture using roles; Designing the caching 
and smart query acceleration; strategies considering the view security requirements. 

 
Connections, The Cloud Data Management Experience (Virtual). November 2, 2022, 

11:00 AM ADT. 
Leading industry experts, customers, and partners will share their experiences and best 
practices, including a technology roadmap to help accelerate business innovation, deflect 
security threats, and invest wisely for the future. 
 

Articles  

Data Talent Prioritization - List of Challenges. An overview of the major data talent challenges the GC identified 

using literature review and stakeholder consultations. It provides the foundation of by the Canada School of 

Public Service (CSPS) Prioritization Workshop held on September 21, 2022. (GCollab registration required for 

access). 

2022 Global Data Literacy Benchmark. This document  draws on the expanded Databilities® framework; covering 

4 domains and 18 competencies. With comparisons to the 2020 study, the 2022 Global Data Literacy Benchmark 

highlights improvements in levels of data literacy across numerous competencies and also uncovers a strong 

migration of the Curious to the Confident. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

The new world of data lakes, data warehouses and cloud data platforms. The main distinctions between data 

warehouses, data lakes, data lakehouses and data meshes. Why the cloud is increasingly blurring the lines that 

distinguish these enterprise-scale data environments from each other. How to ensure the most secure, 

expedient delivery of data-driven insights to business users, devices and applications with a uniquely agile 

approach that delivers 100% of data for analysis. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

 The Data Privacy Regulation Roundup: What You Need to Know. Data privacy regulations on all levels–

international, federal, organizational–are enacted with the intent of keeping sensitive data secure and individuals 

safe. As these regulations proliferate, it can become difficult to ensure total compliance throughout an 

organization’s diverse data ecosystem.  

5 Steps to Automating and Protecting All Your Data. Understanding the need for security is one thing, but 

determining how to protect data is its own challenge. Teams need to ensure data security without negatively 

impacting the speed and efficacy of data use. In this breakdown, Immuta’s Sam Tawfik details a step-by-step 

process by which teams can achieve this balance of security and functionality.  

 

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/12711/559964
https://events.commvault.com/connections/begin?ref=Email+Americas&mkt_tok=MDk3LVVHTC03NDkAAAGG0azytyK8SPHRt1P8mRUM-3yHGifnmJDtpxpekC1QAMoJr-EDPI3XWsok8ZIdS8lb7W2ktFBvFTEBm8WNtArLfEFitHiy872QogZdIE_XdFly4JrOQg
https://gccollab.ca/file/view/14355377/data-talent-prioritization-list-of-challenges?utm_source=notification&utm_medium=email
https://cyzpl04.na1.hubspotlinksstarter.com/Ctc/OQ+113/cYzPl04/VVZY_w8clK9LW7rK1B56YvgdLW4vJbXQ4QzHxLN1KM5tZ3lScGV1-WJV7CgMR6N1D4N-4Yz4_PW652TQH3W0khHW7Q0fxk66yVg9W57F-lL9jftQnW1WC6dL1dvCdBW4Dzgbj4xtHppW1Ns1gt99FSNQW6dCym091wgGLW2gylr19k4qyZW88Z_sW3R_GXFN16PHMh2Qq_-W73M36v7C5p2xW6qkgx62tC05nVRdxgw4GnNczW6qP6qk69tSywV_8ZSR24rgZGW6QqbSN8rRpRyW5mv2kH5g2YJFW8GytsY7mHPlYW1R-0MD40h44YW2mskN87Bg4BSW307j-S5BwJ-3W3kkZd12nfX6vW5HNzKH1163nCF6T4mD7bZMCW1yttzC31CmMjW8M5pz02fb-xPW7x0hfs3sgj0M32N81
https://go.incorta.com/2022-03-report-new-world-of-data-lakes-dbta?utm_campaign=2022.03.%20DBTA%20Best%20Practices%20Report&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=227768278&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_By6UzKTcTA3XcLvpOZJEEdn-MBqBL_vlSen-UhCWGUZsp_wn2WACKTmh4KAPRa3l06NMAoWAK3uay0ebtT1DopZVhpGFYw9dqqWsjxmM69ldsGNw&utm_content=227768120&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.immuta.com/blog/data-privacy-regulation-roundup/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=WW-Awareness-Email_Newsletter-DB_Immuta-Data_Privacy_Regulation_Roundup-Email-Email
https://www.immuta.com/blog/5-steps-to-automating-protecting-all-your-data/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=WW-Awareness-Email_Newsletter-DB_Immuta-5_Steps_Automating_Protecting_Data-Email-Email
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Top 10 must-read books for data and analytics leaders in 2022. Focuses mainly on books published in the 

last two years with the themes of data, analytics and AI.  

Data and Storytelling for Strategic Alignment. It is a challenge to go from boring charts and numbers to 

a story that will move your stakeholders and build alignment around a way forward. IDEO Partner and 

Executive Director, Justin Massa, shares how the combination of data and storytelling can overcome 

strategic roadblocks.  

Enabling New Networking Acceleration Processes and Optimizing Infrastructures. The discussion will also 

explore the challenges of building and running next-generation enterprise data centers and storage solutions for 

increasing infrastructure efficiency and manageability. (PODCAST) 

Key Roles and Responsibilities of the Modern Chief Data Officer (How data management tech, cloud 

tech are changing the CDO role, 1 of 6). Chief data officer roles and responsibilities are expanding beyond 

data strategy, as they are increasingly tasked with cultivating a data-driven culture: Data Governance; 

Operations; Data Management and Analytics; Innovation; Value Creation. 

The Evolution of the Chief Data Officer Role (How data management tech, cloud tech are changing the 

CDO role, 2 of 6). The next generation of CDOs has to adapt due to the following five ways the role has 

changed since its inception, as explored in the 2022 IDC study "Driving Business Value from Data in the 

Face of Fragmentation and Complexity.'' 

6 CDO Challenges that Hinder Data-driven Initiatives (How data management tech, cloud tech are 

changing the CDO role, 3 of 6). A majority of large companies now have a CDO. Seventy-three percent of 

responding Fortune 1000 companies have a chief data officer or a chief data and analytics officer (CDAO) 

in a NewVantage Partners 2022 survey. 

10 Trends Shaping the Chief Data Officer Role (How data management tech, cloud tech are changing the 

CDO role, 4 of 6). The shift reflects a growing recognition across industries that data is valuable and that 

the CDO can help drive data strategy and build a data-driven culture. 

How CDOs Manage Cloud Adoption and Hybrid Cloud Compliance (How data management tech, cloud 

tech are changing the CDO role, 5 of 6). Cloud advancements are changing how chief data officers 

approach cloud data management as they juggle security, privacy and other hybrid cloud compliance 

issues. 

3 Steps for CDOs to Ensure Data Sovereignty in the Cloud (How data management tech, cloud tech are 

changing the CDO role, 6 of 6). Data sovereignty regulations, combined with a tsunami of data growth 

and increased cloud usage, have created a perfect storm that chief data officers must manage. 

Four Steps to Building a Successful Data Governance Team. Successful data governance requires 

alignment to clearly defined business requirements. Yet far too many data governance programs fail to 

achieve objectives because they miss this prerequisite. 

https://www.thoughtspot.com/blog/top-10-must-read-books-for-data-and-analytics-leaders-in-2022
https://csps-efpc.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=701186d3566d8b50042cd6592&id=5fdd8aed5d&e=69bd1164a1
https://e.zmp.techtarget.com/click?EcGF0cmljaWEuYXZlbmRhbm9AY2ljLmdjLmNh/CeyJtaWQiOiIxNjY0MzczODQzOTE1ZTFlMWNkZDcxZjBmIiwiY3QiOiJ0ZWNodGFyZ2V0LTY3OGU3YzAwZjM5YWU2MGZlZjZlMDk1ZmEyODcwMTY4LTEiLCJyZCI6ImNpYy5nYy5jYSJ9/HWkhfdGVjaF9OTlRBTjA5MjgyMDIyNzA4NTQ0MSxodDEsaHR0cHM6Ly9nby50ZWNodGFyZ2V0LmNvbS9yLzI0NzE0MjIzNS80MTQzNDUwMQ/qP2J0X2VlPTdyRVFNVDFGSmJNNEFWd1ZNMUN1SEJBczdqTkdsJTJGcjUwUzE0eWR4RGVhQjBjZGFERllQJTJGJTJGV0N1YTVzRUlua1omYnRfdHM9MTY2NDM3Mzg0MzkyNA/su2ef87a8c4
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/tip/Key-roles-and-responsibilities-of-the-modern-chief-data-officer
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/tip/The-evolution-of-the-chief-data-officer-role
https://mysecuritymarketplace.com/reports/driving-business-value-from-data-in-the-face-of-fragmentation-and-complexity/
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/tip/6-CDO-challenges-that-hinder-data-driven-initiatives
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/tip/10-trends-shaping-the-chief-data-officer-role
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/tip/How-CDOs-manage-cloud-adoption-and-hybrid-cloud-compliance
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/tip/3-steps-to-ensure-data-sovereignty-in-cloud-computing
https://www.precisely.com/blog/datagovernance/four-steps-to-building-successful-data-governance-team
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How to Convince Stakeholders That Data Governance is Necessary. You may already have a formal Data 

Governance program in place. Then again, perhaps you don’t.  

Your Metadata Will Not Govern Itself. Metadata Governance is easiest to understand when you separate the 

term into its two parts – Metadata and Data Governance.  

Do You Need to Audit Your Data? Can you rely on your business data to make strategic decisions? Do you 

question the accuracy of your reports?  

Paying Down Semantic Debt. Organizations create data models to structure extracts from various systems, 

which are used to support downstream processes that need data to make decisions.   

Modernize Analytics and Applications in the Cloud to Accelerate Digital Transformation. Do you know what it 

takes to move analytics and applications to the cloud? This article outlines the key considerations for a 

modernization strategy, and common mistakes to avoid, to ensure you are set up for success.  

Data Warehouses: Do You Really Need One? Today, new technologies offer an alternative to this outdated 

technology paradigm – delivering unmatched time to insight and analytical freedom by eliminating the need for 

data modeling and transformation.  

Data Fabric 101 - The Next Generation of Data Management. Structured data management systems worked 

acceptably well when the enterprise data landscape was structured. Currently the data landscape is increasingly 

hybrid, varied, and changing.  

Understanding the benefits of a data quality strategy. A data quality strategy can improve an organization's 

ability to generate value from data, but determining quality depends on the processes and use cases.  

Deconstructing the Incorta unified data analytics platform. This guide explores the architecture of Incorta’s 

unified data analytics platform and how it can augment or replace legacy analytics environments while taking a 

new and innovative approach to enable agile analytics. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Data Science is Sexy. One of the many promises of Data Science is that it can answer those Big Questions 

without making anybody else work very hard.  

Transforming Logistics Using Big Data. Big Data and logistics are made for each other, and today the logistics 

industry is positioning itself to put this wealth of information to better use.  

Why Data Scientists are Interested in Blockchain. The unalterable nature of the blockchain is derived from the 

cryptographic hash functions written on it and the raw computing power used. This is not to be underestimated.  

Unify Data Management & Analytics Pipelines. Enterprises need a wide range of platforms, tools, skills, and 

techniques to operationalize data and analytics models into successful production applications. DataOps pipeline 

processes, for example, continuously integrate, transform, and prepare data for deployment into analytics 

applications.  (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

 

https://tdan.com/how-to-convince-stakeholders-that-data-governance-is-necessary/26933
https://tdan.com/your-metadata-will-not-govern-itself/24579
https://tdan.com/do-you-need-to-audit-your-data/22306
https://tdan.com/paying-down-semantic-debt/23396
https://go.informatica.com/dc/X3wBBq6_U3XZRJj4FrB5kLfghIxm8GITyVWfsIkDDFFHsCh_U3jS6h0V9PFzAP4m1nkRMG9lzqNkQ2xFZyZKLljy9t5urfVg83ZH0wfc7TmKve-jtz5zuy94q369hd9j1xZRsdjqwu0Be1RIhE_28Hf7FY9gV8AQDyCgecwyq7xgSMIXS3qSXIHQ4CD4Ft7S/ODY3LU1BTy02MzQAAAGCEpncB_TeTHxwtzruRZZh703DSVcRrKOtlOIgZrCPcN0ceKzAfn2IH8gZj7tutYznkX7dW60=
https://cvhjx04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/I6+113/cVHJx04/VVBpWS7rLC-BW1F8yp15XWR32W13cSCp4Gf2B8N13dgnS5nKv5V3Zsc37CgYRWW1-YWPy7MTT4bW6xv7mQ6kLRzWW2dCtnb62X3x3M76c70bvqxVW2fG0Mr79LhRnW7SfG3B7t9hD6W1klgtd5vDKcHN5Pn8R6K6pS4W21RZWf7jTRBtW2-C_6J5yrvfJW4-hCXz127pqQW30XkJy8T1dGnW8-xC6618t81HVHMDqB1_TXQ2W6g42083CbvGHW8Hn0Pp2VvvFzW8RCpnY8ks-xVW6QyvJc7JzKr3W77rMrJ65TY9ZN73CbGnNnPyNW4W7sCT6HdC7ZW8Ppw7k14rM7-W16dG1v7xfq5cV-dWx21c7jsMW5_0Scv6HGrg-W7_LtF23Ycjb-W25--Y379VG2YVVpXhF18GWtWVx4_yb7VqrM0W5r8PbQ8yGF-dW2bK6V25Gj2WCV-D59613M3H03prJ1
https://www.bitpipe.com/data/loadAsset.action?resId=1614143738_316&assetclick=true
https://www.techtarget.com/searchdatamanagement/feature/Understanding-the-benefits-of-a-data-quality-strategy
https://go.incorta.com/architecture-guide?utm_campaign=2021%20-%20Incorta%20Architecture%20Guide
https://tdan.com/data-science-is-sexy/22714
https://tdan.com/transforming-logistics-using-big-data/22808
https://tdan.com/why-data-scientists-are-interested-in-blockchain/23012
https://go.incorta.com/2022-04-report-unifying-data-management-and-analytics-pipelines?utm_source=BloorGroup&utm_medium=paid-media&utm_campaign=2022-04-report-unifying-data-management-and-analytics-pipelines&utm_term=na&utm_content=na
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A Universal Problem in Data Management – Classification. Classification is a particular problem in Master Data 

Management (MDM), which requires the alignment of mostly-incompatible data standards from multiple 

vendors, as well as the implementation of deeper logic.  

The Data Whisperer. Governing the use, storage, movement, and destruction of data in your organization all 

comes down to the people charged with data ownership. 

Questions Metadata Can Answer. To manage data, information, and knowledge, companies need to know what 

data they have.   

Data Governance Is Everyone's Business. Proper data governance has an impact on reducing productivity losses 

that go hand in hand with data problems.  (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Active Data Governance Methodology. Data governance can deliver high-quality, trusted, and compliant data, 

which is why data leaders are pursuing governance initiatives. They need an effective means to make it a part of 

their process. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Experts lay out data illiteracy's dangers, propose remedies. In this excerpt from their new book 'Data Literacy,' 

top data management experts Peter Aiken and Todd Harbour outline a new way to gauge data learnedness.  

Unify Data Management & Analytics Pipelines. Enterprises need a wide range of platforms, tools, skills, and 

techniques to operationalize data and analytics models into successful production applications. DataOps pipeline 

processes, for example, continuously integrate, transform, and prepare data for deployment into analytics 

applications. MLOps pipelines, on the other hand, continuously build, train, serve, and optimize machine 

learning, deep learning, natural language processing, and other statistical models. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Information Governance in an Era of Uncertainty. The word “organize” is the root of the word “organization.” 

Organizations are compelled to organize their information.  

Information Governance, IT Governance, Data Governance – What’s the Difference? There has been a great deal 

of confusion around the term information governance (IG), and how it is distinct from other similar industry 

terms such as information technology (IT) governance and data governance. 

Blockchain as the Answer to Big Data Barriers. The roles of data managers can oscillate anywhere from 

automating operations, nourishing customer relationships, or communicating a company’s objectives. This 

results in a language that stakeholders and other interested parties can understand. 

Machine Learning is Transforming Logistics. With its ability to collect and assess a large number of different data 

points, machine learning can resolve any issue you of which you are still uninformed.  

The Definitive Guide to Machine Learning for Business Leaders. The business world is overloaded with buzz 

terms like artificial intelligence, machine learning, AI transformation, deep learning, and data science. These 

fields, technologies, and tools are changing the competitive landscape across verticals and influencing business 

outcomes.  (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

https://tdan.com/a-universal-problem-in-data-management-classification/22769
https://tdan.com/the-data-whisperer/22361
https://tdan.com/questions-metadata-can-answer-2/23263
https://content.dataversity.net/erwunFEB220_DownloadWP.html
https://content.dataversity.net/AlationQ22021WP1000_DownloadWP.html
https://www.techtarget.com/searchbusinessanalytics/feature/Experts-lay-out-data-illiteracys-dangers-propose-remedies?utm_campaign=20220421_ERU-ACTIVE_WITHIN_90_DAYS&utm_medium=EM&utm_source=SGERU&source_ad_id=252510005&src=9602997&asrc=EM_SGERU_218494925
https://cvhjx04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Ctc/I6+113/cVHJx04/VVw3Q17LyLyNW1j2P5Q7fvWBrW74N_GZ4JqMdtN4RsyfQ5nKv_V3Zsc37CgT71VbVwm8581rJKW8VQd9c6ykmw3N8zy0RPKnTLmW6pDkqQ8ZNQ6FW7lDqRN5bpcwDW6LVgFt4p4_wtW4l481x7CQTs2W8XXGHc26mlZYW2hWfjP9j7CNpW701nT07kStCWW8hHdTy52rzj7W6SgmzY43sJvJVlm-7Z47zXclW4pVHg_5dDCYZW8RxKqB3wJW4CW8WLSwz4WpPGZW67BQyH4pch3NW1G-xC44HgGJ5W6JYcDN2gXqT3W12r92j6zkdbvW6jYl2m3zrf7tW3dvwmr1K00WfW7DvCgK10n4D4VDpMfX3MYmpFW71W-7Q6v4g-lW3fj5_y2lHQRXW4dsZk23Z528sW1r9wzg6M58HHW8-8L6j2KF--_W3_9Tmz67230XN55k4MPGbvnjVFx46X7KPzbSW6hGn5W6bXVm6VPQFKF24jT5gW3WQmZX46CGb5W8rmRRh6Bkgq6N2xK6r-ly6_tW1Xd85S6G-Tpw3plw1
https://tdan.com/information-governance-in-an-era-of-uncertainty/26288
https://tdan.com/information-governance-it-governance-data-governance-whats-the-difference/26797
https://tdan.com/blockchain-as-the-answer-to-big-data-barriers/23075
https://tdan.com/machine-learning-is-transforming-logistics/23526
https://www.datacamp.com/resources/ebooks/definitive-guide-to-machine-learning-for-business-leaders?mkt_tok=MzA3LU9BVC05NjgAAAGDelCshgcuSl-dxKwzbGnN_KUhHPfP4nKBCoktNEvo8_9FO7Onli0Hy5cRlXrJcwPkWOlmjofasRlIhJNk-dZOWZ3W5GruVLqLnHMGR32iB-k

